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Features stunning reproductions of tradition-based, exquisitely detailed, high-end residential architecture from across the USA

Discusses the ideas behind these designs based on five themes: intuition, site energy, order, narrative, and integration

Includes a catalogue of works from Sullivan’s 35-year career

Architecture as Art: The Work of Stephen M. Sullivan illustrates the author’s residential architectural practice based in the Pacific Northwest.

It also describes his personal design philosophy founded both in the classics of western architecture and in his experience and appreciation of the

architecture and craft traditions of Japan.

The book tells the story of Sullivan’s development as an artist using architecture as his medium. It includes essays on his views of architectural

design, which have been shaped by his personal history in the landscapes and the architecture of New England and Japan. Sullivan’s training as a

potter informs his architecture in its interpretation of houses as “vessels of experience” and in his work’s focus on materiality and the craft of

construction.

Thematic essays address topics such as the importance of intuition in the design process and the interplay of analysis with nonrational ways of

thinking. The influence of the site and its natural energies, the role of ordering principles, and the narrative capacity of architectural design influence

Sullivan’s process of integration, forming unique design responses to diverse clients and settings. These themes address specific facets of his design

method and introduce a selection of projects, which are illustrated with photographs and drawings. The projects display the author’s belief in

generating an architectural language unique to a design’s client and its context, creating an architecture specifically tuned to its circumstances in

time and place.      

Following a selection of primary projects, a section on small houses, and a section on historic projects, a catalogue of Sullivan’s selected projects

executed between 1985 and 2020 is included.   

Stephen M. Sullivan is an award-winning residential architect based in Seattle. His background as a ceramicist and his interest in the traditions of

architecture inform the buildings he has designed across the United States.
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